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Effect of particle injection on heat transfer in rotating
Rayleigh-Bénard convection
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The present study attempts to change the regime transitions and heat transfer properties in
rotating Rayleigh-Bénard convection by injecting ∼100-μm-diam particles in the flow. The
particles start settling out of the fluid immediately after injection and separate entirely from
the fluid over a period of several hours. The particles deposit on the top and bottom surfaces,
forming porous layers with nonideal thermal properties, and, as expected, decrease the heat
flux. The reduction in heat transfer is a result of the inability of the layers to respond rapidly
enough to fluid temperature fluctuations. However, in the rotation-dominated geostrophic
regime, the heat transfer normalized by its nonrotating value is higher in the presence
of the particle layers than without them. Direct numerical simulations with ideal heat
transfer walls indicate that the temperature fluctuations in the bulk become slower under
the damping effect of rotation, in contrast with those in the boundary layers, which do not
show any damping until the flow transitions to the geostrophic regime. In this regime, the
dominant time scale of the near-wall fluid temperature fluctuations increases substantially
as the rotation rate is increased. It is thus likely that the time response of the particle layers
in relation to that of the nearby fluid improves only in the geostrophic regime, which is
reflected in a relatively larger heat transfer.
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I. INTRODUCTION25

Rayleigh-Bénard convection (RBC), the flow between a heated horizontal bottom plate and a26

cooled parallel top plate, is a canonical system to study buoyancy driven flows. The effect of rotation27

along an axis normal to the plates has been the focus of numerous studies (e.g., [1–23]) as many28

convective flows in nature [24] and industrial processes [25] are subjected to the effects of rotation.29

The relevant nondimensional parameters for this system are the Rayleigh, Prandtl, and Rossby30

numbers, defined as, respectively,31

Ra = gα�T H 3

νκ
, (1)

Pr = ν

κ
, (2)

and32

Ro =
√

gα�T/H

2�
, (3)

where α, ν, and κ are the isobaric thermal expansion coefficient, kinematic viscosity, and thermal33

diffusivity of the fluid, �T is the temperature difference between ideal isothermal bottom and top34

plates maintained at temperatures Tbottom and Ttop, respectively, and a distance H apart, � is the35
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angular velocity, and g is the gravitational acceleration. The parameter representing the system36

geometry is the aspect ratio, which for a cylindrical system is defined as37

� = D/H, (4)

where D is the diameter of the cylinder. The response of the Rayleigh-Bénard (RB) system to the38

imposed buoyancy forcing is represented by the Nusselt number39

Nu = qH

�T λ
, (5)

where q is the heat flux through the system and λ is the thermal conductivity of the fluid.40

The Rayleigh-Bénard system is well known for exhibiting a multitude of flow regimes and41

transitions between them, depending on the system parameters. Relevant to the present study, rotating42

Rayleigh-Bénard convection (RRBC) at moderately high Ra and Pr ∼O(10) shows three turbulent43

regimes depending on Ro [26]: regime I (Ro � 2.5), dominated by the large-scale circulation (LSC)44

with negligible effects of rotation; regime II (0.1 � Ro � 2.5), where LSC is replaced by increasingly45

dominant columnar vortical plumes; and regime III, also known as the geostrophic regime (Ro �46

0.1), where the vortical columns span the entire height of the cell and turbulence is strongly damped47

by rotation. The precise values of Ro at transitions between these regimes depend on Ra, Pr, and �.48

The changes in the flow structure also result in corresponding changes in the heat transfer. The Nusselt49

number in regime I is indistinguishable from its nonrotating value. In regime II, as Ro decreases, Nu50

rises steadily and reaches a peak at the transition to regime III. This increase in heat transfer has been51

attributed to the mechanism of Ekman pumping [2,3,8], which draws out more fluid from the bound-52

ary layers by virtue of the radial pressure gradients imposed on them by cyclonic vortices emanating53

from the top and bottom plates. The heat transfer decays as Ro is further decreased in the geostrophic54

regime, presumably due to the increasing damping effect of rotation on the turbulence [4,17,26].55

Modifying the flow structure in rotating convection, and hence the heat transfer, or tuning the56

locations of regime transitions in the parameter space is potentially useful in many technological57

applications. Such changes in the flow could be induced by means of flow additives or by modifying58

the boundary conditions. In the present study, we perturb the flow by introducing near-neutrally-59

buoyant microparticles in it and study its effect on the heat transfer. Most of the previous studies that60

have tested the effect of particles have done so for nonrotating convection. Many studies have focused61

on convection in nanofluids, but have found contradictory results for the effects of nanoparticles on62

the heat transfer; see, e.g., [27]. Researchers have also studied natural convection in the presence63

of microparticles, but most of them have reported on the particle sedimentation characteristics,64

e.g., [28], and the dynamics of particle layers when in suspension, e.g., [29,30], but not on the heat65

transfer. Their results indicate that convection can lead to particle segregation, which in turn can66

affect the flow dynamics.67

The particle behavior can also be influenced by the Ekman pumping mechanism under system68

rotation. In the present work we introduce microparticles in rotating RBC in an attempt to change69

the flow structure and possibly shift the regime transitions in the Ro space. To assess the impact of70

the particles on the flow, and the heat transfer properties in particular, we use Nu as the diagnostic.71

To enable steady-state Nu measurements, the particles are selected to be near-neutrally buoyant72

aimed at maximizing the time they remain in suspension, aided by the Ekman pumping mechanism.73

However, we observe that the particles do not form a stable suspension and start settling out of the74

fluid immediately following injection, forming fluidized particle layers on the heat transfer surfaces.75

These layers have a low thermal conductivity (details follow in Sec. III A), i.e., nonideal heat76

transfer properties, and as such, decrease the heat flux. This decrease in the heat transfer is a result77

of the finite response time of the layers to fluid temperature fluctuations and hence also depends78

on the relation between the time scale of the flow and the relaxation time scale of the particle layers.79

As the flow time scales change with Ro, the effect of the layers on the heat transfer also varies with80

rotation.81
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FIG. 1. Schematic of the experimental setup: SW, cylindrical Plexiglas sidewall; CP, top and bottom copper
plates; RH, heating resistors fitted into the bottom CP; CW, cooling water recirculating through the top CP; ABT,
air-bleed tube; SH, secondary heaters; AS, aluminium adiabatic shields; IS, insulating shields; TS, temperature
sensors; IT, injection tube; F, overhead flask; and S, syringe.

We describe the measurement setup and procedures in the next section. In Sec. III we discuss82

the reduction in Nu under rotating and nonrotating conditions as a result of the greater thermal83

resistance of the particle layers and also the higher deviations of Nu in the geostrophic regime from84

its nonrotating values in the presence of particle layers. In Sec. IV we discuss the interplay between85

the time scales of the particle layers and the near-wall flow that determines the impact of the layers86

on the heat transfer.87

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND MEASUREMENT PROCEDURES88

Experiments have been performed using the Rayleigh-Bénard setup described in detail in89

Ref. [31], a schematic of which is shown in Fig. 1 (not to scale). The cell is 250 mm tall and90

has an aspect ratio � = 1. The cylindrical Plexiglas sidewall is 10 mm thick and is bounded by91

30-mm-thick copper plates at the top and bottom. The bottom copper plate is heated by using two92

12.3-� resistors fitted into spiral grooves within it, while the top plate is cooled by recirculating93

cooling water through similar grooves machined in it. The sidewall is provided with an air-bleed tube94

close to the top plate to facilitate the removal of air bubbles. The secondary heaters are controlled95

to maintain the aluminium adiabatic shields at the same temperatures as the mean temperatures96

of the corresponding surfaces of the RB cell. Together with the insulating shields, they minimize97

heat loss to the surroundings. Water is used as the working fluid. The entire setup is enclosed in a98

wooden box which is lined on the inside by an insulating material and mounted on a rotating table.99

Five thermistors are provided in each of the plates, 0.7 mm from the wetted surface. The sidewall100
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contains 24 sensors mounted 0.5 mm from the inner surface in three rings of eight equispaced101

sensors each, located at elevations 0.25H , 0.5H , and 0.75H from the bottom surface of the cell.102

The thermistors are calibrated with logarithmic polynomial fits and measure temperature with an103

accuracy of ±0.01 °C.104

The choice of particles is primarily dictated by the requirement of near-neutral buoyancy with105

the intention of giving reasonably stable suspensions to enable steady-state measurement of Nu.106

To achieve maximum thermal conductivity with near-neutral buoyancy, we opt for silver-coated107

hollow ceramic spheres. Since the settling velocity of particles with density ρp and radius r in a fluid108

of density ρ is proportional to (ρp − ρ)r2, a larger particle size exacerbates the effects of density109

mismatch leading to higher settling and rise velocities. However, too small a particle size limits110

the thickness, and hence the thermal conductivity, of the silver coating. As a compromise, we use111

AGSL-150-30-TRD particles from Potters Industries, which have a mean density ρp ≈ 1.1 g/cm3,112

diameter dp ≈ 100 μm, and a 450-nm-thick silver coating. Attempts to manufacture particles with113

thicker silver layers and reasonably narrow density range proved difficult and prohibitively expensive.114

Successive density-based segregations using solutions of glycerin and isopropyl alcohol in water are115

employed to extract particles with density 0.96 � ρp � 1.04 g/cm3, which are used in the present116

experiments. This particular density range is selected to achieve a balance between the requirements117

of reasonable cost and neutral buoyancy to achieve stable suspensions. Our observations suggest that118

any moderately narrower density range will not alter the transient response of the system qualitatively119

(to be discussed in the following sections) and the steady-state response quantitatively.120

The injection process utilizes a syringe, a syringe pump from ProSense B.V. (Model No. NE-121

4000), and an injection tube with an inner diameter of 1.5 mm. The tube is passed through the122

overhead flask and inserted into the cell through the air-bleed tube. The extracted particles are123

mixed with water at Tmean = (Ttop + Tbottom)/2 and injected into the cell after the flow has reached124

equilibrium with the injection tube inside the RB cell. The tube is removed immediately after125

injection is completed. Care is exercised to ensure that no air bubbles are introduced in the cell126

during the injection process. Water displaced from the RB cell by the injected fluid is collected in127

the overhead flask. An injection rate of 50 ml/min is employed, resulting in an injection velocity128

of 0.47 m/s, which is non-negligible. However, preliminary tests for injection of water without129

particles show no measurable impact of the injection on Nu.130

Measurement variables include the temperatures of the top and bottom plates and the sidewall, as131

well as the input heat flux to the bottom plate qI . Data are recorded at a sampling frequency of 1 Hz132

and averaged over a period of 6 h or longer under steady state. Temperatures recorded by the five133

sensors in the top (bottom) plate are averaged to calculate the mean top (bottom) plate temperature,134

while fluid properties are evaluated at Tmean. No correction for the finite conductivity of the copper135

plates has been applied. A set of measurements has been performed with top and bottom plates136

maintained at the same temperature T0 for different values of T0 to measure the loss of heat to the137

surroundings from the lower plate qL(T0). The corrected values q = qI − qL have been used in Eq. (5)138

to calculate Nu. All measurements reported in this paper have been performed at Tmean = 24.1 °C139

(Pr = 6.4) and using particle volume fraction 0.02% � φ � 1%. Relevant measurement parameters140

for all the experiments are included in Table I.141

III. RESULTS142

A. Particle injection without rotation143

The response of the RB system to particle injection has been first tested without rotation at144

Ra = 2.2 × 109 and a particle volume fraction φ = 0.09% (run PnR2). The flow is allowed to reach145

equilibrium prior to the injection of particles. Figure 2 shows the variation of the heat flux with time146

during the experiment. The injection period is indicated by the two vertical dashed lines. It is evident147

that the heat flux starts decreasing immediately after the injection begins and continues to decrease148

for 3–4 h before reaching a new statistically steady state.149
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TABLE I. Parameters for all the experiments. The nomenclature of the runs uses P for particles, R for
rotation, and the prefix n for negation. For example, nPR3 denotes an experiment with rotation and no particles.
For the runs in which the nominal Rayleigh number Ran is varied, i.e., nPnR, PnR1, PnR2, PnR3, and PnR4,
the minimum and maximum values of �T , Ran, and δT (not for nPnR) are specified. For the runs in which Ro
is varied at a nominally constant Ran, i.e., runs nPR1, nPR2, nPR3, PR1, PR2, and PR3, variations in Ran from
the listed values are within approximately 1%. Deviations of Tmean from its listed values for all the runs are
typically less than 0.1 °C. The large variations in Ralayer reflect the variations in the particle layer temperature
between top and bottom plates and for different Ran. The values of e, φlayer, κlayer, and Ralayer have not been
included for runs PnR1 and PR1 due to high uncertainty in e. Estimates for κlayer use λlayer values that have been
estimated using Eqs. (8) and (9) (also see Fig. 5).

�T Tmean e κlayer × 106 δT

Run (°C) (°C) Ran × 10−9 Ron φ × 102 (mm) φlayer × 102 (m2/s) (°C) Ralayer × 104

nPnR 2.00–30.38 24.24 0.58–8.97 ∞ 0 0 0
nPR1 2.86 24.11 0.83 0.05–4.74 0 0 0
nPR2 4.91 24.15 1.43 0.05–4.01 0 0 0
nPR3 7.70 24.11 2.23 0.07–3.99 0 0 0
PnR1 7.37–7.77 24.08 2.13–2.24 ∞ 0.023 0.155–0.159
PnR2 2.00–31.06 24.09 0.58–9.03 ∞ 0.09 0.75 15.0 1.06 0.06–1.77 2.3–123
PnR3 2.00–31.44 24.06 0.58–9.04 ∞ 0.22 1 27.5 1.43 0.09–2.47 0.53–31.1
PnR4 2.04–31.71 24.09 0.59–9.14 ∞ 1.01 4 31.6 1.55 0.24–6.04 3.4–167.8
PR1 7.71 24.11 2.23 0.07–5.00 0.023 0.16–0.18
PR2 7.81 24.07 2.25 0.07–5.04 0.22 1 27.5 1.43 0.47–0.51 1.8–2.8
PR3 7.90 24.06 2.28 0.07–5.08 1.01 4 31.6 1.55 1.19–1.29 11.5–17.3

The decrease in the heat flux is caused by the settling of particles on the horizontal heat transfer150

surfaces. The injected particles (∼100 μm) are significantly smaller than the kinematic boundary151

layer thickness, which, according to the Grossmann-Lohse theory [32,33], is estimated to be δν ≈152

6 mm for Ra = 2.2 × 109 and Pr = 6.4. Thus it is likely that the erupting plumes are not able to153

resuspend particles that penetrate the near-wall region, ‘trapping’ them in the boundary layers, and154

leading to the formation of particle layers on the horizontal surfaces. Visual observations during155

preliminary measurements without insulation (to provide optical access) indicate that the particles156

begin to settle on the top and bottom plates immediately after being introduced into the flow. This157

settling is concomitant with a decrease in the heat flux. The observed settling of the particles into158

layers can be expected to be faster if the density of the particles departs more from that of water.159

Note that although the fluid density varies over the flow domain due to the temperature fluctuations,160

3 4 5 6 7 8 9
x 104
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/
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2
)
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Injection end

FIG. 2. Variation of heat flux with time during particle injection for run PnR2: φ = 0.09%, Ran = 2.2 × 109,
and 1/Ro = 0.
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109 1010101

102

Ra

N
u

Nu, φ = 0
Nu, φ = 0, before injection

Nuφ,n, φ = 0.09%, steady state

FIG. 3. Decrease in Nu as a result of particle injection for particle volume fraction φ = 0.09% at Ran =
2.2 × 109 and 1/Ro = 0. Blue circles are data from run nPnR, while the red circle and black star are from run
PnR2.

its variation (∼±0.1%) is negligible in comparison to the spread of the particle density distribution161

(∼±4%) and is not expected to substantially affect the settling process. Interparticle forces such as162

van der Waals and electrostatic forces are not expected to play an important role in the layer formation163

either. The average particle size (100 μm) and the interparticle distances when in suspension are164

too large for the attractive van der Waals force to be important in comparison to the hydrodynamic165

forces. The van der Waals force is active only over distances smaller than a few hundred angstroms,166

whereas even inside the particle layers, the interparticle surface-to-surface distances are expected167

to be ∼O(20 μm) (discussion of the layer porosity follows later in this section), assuming a cubic168

arrangement of particles. Electrostatic forces can exist between the particles suspended in water or169

other dielectric media [34], but are repulsive in nature, likely very small, and cannot aid the observed170

precipitation of particles into layers. With the current experimental setup, it is not possible for us to171

estimate the time variation of the fraction of particles suspended in the fluid and hence the effective172

thermal properties of the fluid-particle mixture and the instantaneous Nusselt number. However,173

since a negligible number of particles remain in suspension at the end of the period of transient heat174

flux, the thermal properties of the mixture can then be well represented by those of water.175

In Fig. 3 we compare the nominal Nusselt number in this steady state Nuφ,n = qH/λ�T with176

that prior to particle injection. The subscript φ indicates quantities measured in the presence of177

particle layers, while n represents nominal values, i.e., based on the nominal temperature difference178

�T applied between the copper plates and the cell height H . The figure also shows the variation of179

Nu with Ra for φ = 0 from a separate run nPnR (see Table I) without particles. For all the results180

presented hereafter, uncertainties in Nu are approximately 0.2% for φ = 0 and �0.4% for φ �= 0,181

unless stated otherwise. The Nusselt number prior to injection in run PnR2 deviates slightly, by 1.3%,182

from Nu for the run nPnR due to the presence of the injection tube inside the RB cell. Evidently,183

the decrease in the nominal Nusselt number (or q) due to particle injection, approximately 13.2%,184

is two orders of magnitude larger than the particle volume fraction (φ = 0.09%) and indicates that185

the heat transport is highly sensitive to the presence of the particles at the heat transfer surfaces.186

Although not the focus of the present article, it should be noted that the high sensitivity of Nu to the187

presence of particles can have implications for experiments employing particles for measurement or188

flow visualization. If the system is allowed to stand for a period of, say, a day, i.e., with �T = 0,189

and then �T is reapplied, the Nusselt number further decreases slightly (<1%), perhaps as the small190

amount of particles still in suspension settle out of the fluid. As further measurements at the same191

Ra result in the same value for the Nusselt number (within experimental uncertainty), fresh particle192

injections are not carried out to measure Nuφ,n for varying Ra at constant φ.193
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Water
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Copper plates (λcopper)

Copper plates
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(λlayer)

e, δT

H, ΔT

e, δT

FIG. 4. Schematic showing relevant dimensions and thermal properties of copper plates and particle layers.
The figure is not to scale. In particular, the thickness of the particle layers is greatly exaggerated.

The sharp decrease in the heat transfer due to the presence of the particle layers indicates that the194

thermal conductivity of the layers is significantly lower than that of the copper plates. To estimate195

the layer conductivity, we use the empirical relation for predicting the decrease in Nu due to the196

finite conductivity of heat transfer plates suggested by Verzicco [35] and an alternate expression197

proposed by Brown et al. [36]. The equation proposed by Verzicco [35] is198

NuV

Nu∞
= 1 − exp[−(XV/4)1/3], (6)

with199

XV = λlayer(H − 2e)

λeNuV
, (7)

where we have treated the particle layers as plates of thickness e and conductivity λlayer (see Fig. 4)200

to adapt the original relations to our purpose. In Eqs. (6) and (7) NuV = q(H − 2e)/�T λ is the201

Nusselt number based on the temperature difference �T applied between the bottom and top copper202

plates and the effective cell height in the presence of the particle layers H − 2e. The ideal Nusselt203

number measured in the absence of particles is denoted by Nu∞. We treat the copper plates as ideal204

infinite conductivity plates since, as will be seen shortly, λlayer � λcopper.205

The equation proposed by Brown et al. [36] is206

NuB

Nu∞
= 1 − exp[−(aXB)b], (8)

with207

XB = λlayer(H − 2e)

λeNuB
, (9)

where a = 0.378, b = 0.488 for D = 24.8 cm, and � = 1. In Eqs. (8) and (9), NuB = q(H −208

2e)/(�T − 2δT )λ is based on the effective cell height and the actual temperature difference �T −209

2δT experienced by the fluid, which differs from the applied one due to the temperature drop δT210

across each particle layer. The treatment of particle layers as finite conductivity walls assumes that211

heat is transferred through the layers by conduction alone, which will be shown to be a reasonable212

assumption in the following paragraphs. Using Eqs. (8) and (9) [or (6) and (7)] and the measured213

values of e (visually) and q, we can estimate λlayer, and hence δT , for given values of φ and Ran.214
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FIG. 5. Estimates of particle layer conductivities for different Raφ,n and particle volume fraction φ (runs
PnR2, PnR3, and PnR4). Red and blue symbols represent estimates obtained using Eqs. (6) and (8), respectively.
Uncertainty in λlayer as a result of the estimated uncertainty in the measurement of e is typically less than ±50%.
Data for φ = 0.023% are not shown since the layer thickness is too small to be determined with reasonable
accuracy. For comparison, λcopper ≈ 400 W/m K at 24 °C [37].

Figure 5 shows the estimates of λlayer obtained using both sets of relations for different values of215

Ran for three particle volume fractions φ = 0.09%, 0.22%, and 1.01% (runs PnR2, PnR3, and PnR4).216

We do not include conductivity values for φ = 0.023% (run PnR1) because this particle volume217

fraction is too low to form a uniform layer of particles on the copper plates. Estimates for φ = 1.01%218

using Eq. (6) have not been included since the extremely low values of XV are beyond the range219

of applicability of relation (6). For any constant φ, the use of Eqs. (6) and (8) results in variations220

in λlayer smaller than 50% and 18%, respectively, over the range Ran ≈ (6 × 108)–(9 × 109). Since221

λlayer can be expected to be constant for a given particle layer, it is evident that Eq. (8) performs better222

than Eq. (6) at estimating λlayer. Note that, as mentioned earlier, λlayer is significantly smaller than223

λcopper ≈ 400 W/m K [37]. The calculated particle layer conductivity is sensitive to the uncertainty224

in the measurement of e. The uncertainties in both e and λlayer are O(50%), except for the case225

φ = 0.023%, in which the uncertainties are greater than 100%. However, δT , and hence the actual226

Nusselt number, is largely independent of e. For instance, the uncertainty in δT even for φ = 0.023%227

is less than 0.5%. To show this insensitivity of δT to the uncertainty in e, we rewrite XB using228

NuB = q(H − 2e)/(�T − 2δT )λ and λlayer/e = q/δT to get229

XB = �T − 2δT

q

q

δT
= �T − 2δT

δT
. (10)

Thus, XB, the ratio of the thermal resistance of the fluid to that of the particle layers, is a function230

only of the temperature differences across the respective media. Furthermore, provided e � H231

(H = 250 mm and emax = 4 mm; see Table I), H − 2e ≈ H . Thus, it is evident that NuB also232

depends very weakly on e and varies only with δT . Hence, the “correct” value of δT , i.e., the one233

that simultaneously satisfies Eqs. (8) and (9), is independent of e and λlayer. Any variation in the234

measured value of e results in a corresponding proportional variation in the estimated λlayer, leaving235

δT = q(e/λlayer) unchanged. A similar argument can be made for the insensitivity of NuV and XV to e.236

Once δT is known, we can calculate the actual values of Nusselt and Rayleigh numbers in the237

presence of particle layers as Nuφ = q(H − 2e)/(�T − 2δT )λ and Raφ = gα(�T − 2δT )(H −238

2e)3/κν, respectively. Figure 6 shows the variation of Nuφ with Raφ for φ = 0.09%. Nominal values239

of Nusselt number Nuφ,n are substantially lower than the ideal values (φ = 0). After correcting for240
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FIG. 6. Variation of Nu with Ra for particle volume fraction φ = 0 (run nPnR) and Nuφ with Raφ for
φ = 0.09% (run PnR2). For φ �= 0, the figure shows both nominal values Nuφ,n before applying correction for
δT and the corrected estimates Nuφ .

the temperature drop across the particle layers, Nuφ estimates move closer to the ideal values, but241

remain lower than them, as expected [35]. Also, as the temperature difference experienced by the242

fluid is smaller than the imposed one, Raφ is lower than Raφ,n. Similar trends are observed for other243

values of φ (not shown). As φ (or e) increases for a given Ran, XV and XB decrease, resulting in244

higher values of Nu∞ − Nuφ . A similar effect is observed as Ran increases for fixed φ. Thus, the245

heat transfer becomes less efficient in comparison to the ideal cases as φ or Ran increases, i.e., as246

the thermal resistance of the particle layer increases in comparison to that of the convecting fluid.247

To justify the use of Eqs. (6) and (8) to estimate λlayer, we now show that the heat transfer within248

the particle layers is predominantly conductive. The measurement of the layer thickness, and hence249

its volume, can help us estimate the particle volume fraction in the layer using the known volume of250

injected particles. For example, for the experiment with φ = 0.09%, the actual volume fraction of251

the particles inside the layer in the steady state is φlayer = φH/2e ≈ 15%. Thus it can be treated as252

a porous medium, with permeability [38]253

k = ε3

150(1 − ε)2
d2

p, (11)

where ε = 1 − φlayer is the porosity of the layer, and hence we can calculate the porous Rayleigh254

number for the particle layer as [38]255

Ralayer = kgα�T e

κlayerν
, (12)

where κlayer is the effective thermal diffusivity of the particle-fluid mixture in the layer. The specific256

heat capacity of the particle layer can be estimated from its composition (φlayer ≈ 15% and the257

fraction of Ag in particles by weight 30%) to be approximately 2580 J/kg K. Assuming λlayer ≈258

2.75 W/m K (see Fig. 5) and density of the layer ρlayer ≈ 1000 kg/m3 results in κlayer ≈ 1 ×259

10−6 m2/s. The temperature dependence of α and ν for water leads to a significant difference between260

Ralayer for the top and bottom particle layers: Ralayer for φ = 0.09% varies between 2.05 × 10−4 and261

1.23 × 10−2. The highest value of Ralayer in the present experiments is 1.7 × 10−2 for φ = 1.01%262

(run PnR4; see Table I), which is substantially smaller than the critical value of 4π2 (for impermeable263

boundaries) [39] for the onset of convection in porous media. Thus, in the absence of any fluid flow,264

the heat transfer in the layers occurs only by conduction, justifying the use of Eqs. (6) and (8) to265

estimate their thermal conductivity. The values of φ, φlayer, κlayer, and Ralayer for all experiments are266
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FIG. 7. Variation of Nu(Ro)/Nu(Ro = ∞) with Ro for particle volume fraction φ = 0 and different Ra
(runs nPR1, nPR2, and nPR3). The vertical black dotted line indicates the transition between regimes I and II
for all Ra, while the Ro at the transition between regimes II and III for the three data sets are shown by vertical
dashed lines of the corresponding colors.

presented in Table I. All the results to be presented from here on in this paper utilize Eqs. (8) and (9)267

to estimate λlayer.268

B. Particle injection under rotation269

Before discussing results for particle injection under rotation, we present data for Nusselt number270

measurements under rotation without particles performed at Ra = 8.3 × 108, 1.4 × 109, and 2.2 ×271

109. Figure 7 shows the variation of Nu normalized by its nonrotating value, with Ro. Approximate272

locations of transitions between different regimes are also shown by vertical dashed lines. As Ro273

decreases, Nu(Ro)/Nu(Ro = ∞) increases in regime II, reaches a peak, and then decays as Ro is274

further reduced in regime III. Furthermore, the increase in heat transfer under rotation is higher for275

lower Ra. These trends are in line with those observed for similar Pr in numerous previous studies276

(e.g., [6,8,13,16,26]). In the following, the data without particles are used as a benchmark to study277

the effects of the particle layers on the heat transfer.278

For the experiments with particle injection under rotation, the RB cell is allowed to achieve a279

steady state at a fixed Ro. Thereafter, particles are injected as the system continues to rotate. Figure 8280
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FIG. 8. Variation of heat flux with time during particle injection for run PR2 for particle volume fraction
φ = 0.22%, Ran = 2.23 × 109, and Ron = 0.2.
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FIG. 9. Variation of Nuφ,n with Roφ,n for three particle volume fractions φ (runs PR1, PR2, and PR3) and
of Nu with Ro for φ = 0 (run nPR3).

shows the variation of input heat flux during such an experiment at Ran = 2.23 × 109, φ = 0.22%,281

and Ron = (gα�T/H )1/2/2� = 0.196. Similar to the case without rotation, q starts decreasing282

immediately following the commencement of injection, as particles settle on the horizontal surfaces.283

However, the period of decay, approximately 1.5 h, is significantly shorter than that without rotation284

(see Fig. 2). Faster settling of the particles can be a result of the damping of the turbulence by rotation.285

However, it should also be noted that the Ekman pumping mechanism is not able to efficiently286

resuspend the particles. The smallest thickness of the Ekman boundary layer in the present study is287

δE = 2.284
√

ν/� ≈ 1.5 mm [40] at � = 2.05 rad/s, which is substantially larger than the average288

particle diameter (100 μm). The increased vertical transport, which is predominantly encountered289

in the outer region of the Ekman boundary layer [41], is not effective in the resuspension of the290

particles close to the wall. The nominal Nusselt number, or the heat flux, in the steady state is 18.6%291

lower than that before injection. Thus the substantial decrease in Nun (or q) with relatively small292

particle volume fraction is similar to that observed in the nonrotating case.293

Injections have been carried out for three particle volume fractions φ = 0.023%, 0.22%, and294

1.01% at the same Ran ≈ 2.2 × 109 and Ron ≈ 0.2. As with the nonrotating cases, for a given φ,295

reinjection is not performed to measure data at different Ro. Figure 9 shows the variation of Nuφ,n296

with Roφ,n for different φ. Data without particles for the same nominal Ra are also included for297

comparison. The overall trends for Nuφ,n are similar to those for Nu(φ = 0): an increase in Nuφ,n298

with decreasing Roφ,n setting in at a critical Roφ,n ≈ 2.5, and a further decay for Roφ,n � 0.15.299

Thus, the qualitative nature of the heat transfer variation in the different flow regimes seems to be300

unaffected. However, it is clear that for all rotation rates, the nominal Nu with particles is lower than301

that without and that the reduction in the nominal Nusselt number increases with increasing φ. As302

expected, the thicker particle layers offer more resistance to the heat transfer as φ increases.303

Similar to the analysis presented in the previous section, we estimate and account for the304

temperature drop across the particle layers in order to compare the results with particles to those305

without.306

(i) For each φ, we estimate λlayer using Eqs. (8) and (9) and the measurements at Ro = ∞307

(Ran = 2.2 × 109 in runs PnR1, PnR3, and PnR4) as discussed in Sec. III A. We assume that the308

conductivity of the particle layers does not vary under rotation. Thus, δT (Roφ,n) = q(Roφ,n)e/λlayer309

and hence Raφ , Roφ , and Nuφ can be determined for different rotation rates using the measured310

values of q.311
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FIG. 10. Variation of Nuφ with Roφ (squares) for three particle volume fractions φ (runs PR1, PR2, and
PR3). Circles of the corresponding colors represent Nu(Raφ,Roφ), which is obtained using interpolation of the
Nu(Ra,Ro) data from runs nPR1, nPR2, and nPR3 (see Fig. 7), as explained earlier in this section.

(ii) For each φ, due to the temperature drop across the particle layers, the values of Raφ are312

lower than Raφ,n ≈ 2.2 × 109 and vary with Roφ,n (since q, and thus δT , varies with Roφ,n). For313

the runs PR1, PR2, and PR3, Raφ = (2.08–2.12) × 109, (1.91–1.95) × 109, and (1.39–1.46) × 109,314

respectively. Furthermore, Roφ �= Roφ,n. In order to compare Nuφ values to those of Nu at the same315

Rayleigh and Rossby numbers, we estimate Nu(Raφ,Roφ) by interpolation of the Nu(Ra,Ro) data316

shown in Fig. 7 using spline interpolation.317

Figure 10 shows the variation of Nuφ with Roφ for the three particle volume fractions. Also318

shown is the reference data for φ = 0, corresponding to the (Raφ,Roφ) for each φ. It is clear that319

the differences between the curves for φ �= 0 and the corresponding curves for φ = 0 in Fig. 10320

are significantly smaller than those in Fig. 9. Furthermore, the differences in Fig. 10 are larger at321

low rotation rates and decrease as Roφ decreases. Thus, the deterioration in heat transfer due to the322

particle layers becomes weaker at high rotation rates.323

Figure 11 shows the same data, normalized by the respective Nu values at Ro = ∞. For all φ �= 0,324

the Nuφ/Nuφ(Roφ = ∞) follow the corresponding Nu/Nu(Ro = ∞) for φ = 0 up to Roφ � 0.2,325

i.e., in regimes I and II. However, at higher rotation rates, the normalized Nusselt numbers with326

particle layers become larger than those without and show a delay in transition to regime III in327

the presence of the particle layers. This delay, indicated by the difference in the locations of the328

maxima (see the horizontal arrows in Fig. 11), increases with φ for low φ, before saturating at higher329

φ values. Figure 12 shows the fractional deviation of Nuφ/Nuφ(Roφ = ∞) from the nonparticle330

cases, �Nuφ = {Nuφ/Nuφ(Roφ = ∞) − Nu/Nu(Ro = ∞)}/{Nu/Nu(Ro = ∞)}, as a function of331

Roφ for different φ. The �Nuφ values deviate significantly from zero only in regime III, where332

they increase with decreasing Ro. The data also show a weak trend of slightly negative values of333

�Nuφ for 0.2 � Roφ � 1, but these deviations are very small. Furthermore, it seems that �Nuφ334

does not increase linearly with φ in regime III and saturates at large φ. To further substantiate these335

observations, we repeat (Sec. III A) that the values of Raφ and Nuφ are insensitive to the uncertainty336

in the measured e (or the estimate of λlayer) as it hardly affects δT = qe/λlayer. Thus, the observation337

of a delayed transition to regime III and a higher normalized Nu in that regime in the presence338

of particle layers is not expected to be sensitive to the uncertainty in the thermal properties of the339

particle layers.340

In summary, the results of Secs. III A and III B show that near-neutrally-buoyant particles injected341

into a statistically steady convective flow (rotating or nonrotating) start separating out from the fluid342
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FIG. 11. Variation of Nuφ/Nuφ(Ro = ∞) with Roφ (squares) for different particle volume fraction φ (runs
PR1, PR2, and PR3). Data for φ = 0 for Raφ corresponding to the φ �= 0 data are also shown by dashed curves
of the corresponding colors without symbols. The black dotted vertical line denotes the approximate location
of transition from regime I to regime II, which is the same for all the data sets. The delay in transition from
regime II to regime III for different φ �= 0 in comparison to the corresponding φ = 0 cases is indicated by the
horizontal arrows of the corresponding colors.

immediately following injection. The settling process is more rapid under rotation, presumably343

because of a less turbulent flow. It is apparent that the Ekman pumping mechanism does not aid344

significantly in the resuspension of the particles entering the boundary layers. As a result, the particles345
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FIG. 12. Variation of �Nuφ = {Nuφ/Nuφ(Roφ = ∞) − Nu/Nu(Ro = ∞)}/{Nu/Nu(Ro = ∞)} with Roφ

for different particle volume fraction φ (runs PR1, PR2, and PR3). Regimes labeled I, II, and III are the same
as those described in the Introduction and indicated in Figs. 7 and 11: regime I characterized by the LSC and
negligible effect of rotation, regime II marked by columnar plumes and increasing Nu with decreasing Ro,
and regime III with rotation-damped turbulence and suppression of heat transfer. The black dotted vertical line
denotes the approximate location of transition from regime I to regime II, which is the same for all the data
sets. The different colors of the vertical dash-dotted lines indicating the new locations of the delayed transition
between regimes II and III correspond to the respective values of φ.
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gradually separate out of the fluid and settle on the top and bottom walls, forming particle layers. This346

process is accompanied by a decrease in the heat flux, which reaches a new statistically steady value347

when most of the particles have settled on the surfaces. Under nonrotating conditions, the presence348

of particles at the horizontal walls hinders the heat transfer since λlayer � λcopper. This degradation349

in Nu becomes stronger with increasing Ra and φ. The particle layers also decrease the heat flux350

under rotating conditions and do not affect the transition from regime I to II. Specifically, the critical351

Rossby number for the onset of increase in Nusselt number, i.e., Roc ≈ 2.5 [7], remains unchanged.352

However, the peak in Nuφ/Nuφ(Roφ = ∞), assumed to indicate the transition to the geostrophic353

regime, is delayed to lower Ro. Furthermore, the reduction in Nu due to the presence of the particle354

layers is weaker in the geostrophic regime (Fig. 10). As a result, the normalized Nusselt number355

Nuφ/Nuφ(Roφ = ∞) shows a positive deviation from the φ = 0 values at high rotation rates (Fig. 11).356

This deviation increases with increasing particle volume fraction and decreasing Ro (Fig. 12).357

IV. DISCUSSION358

There have been a few previous studies on the effect of walls of finite conductivity on the heat359

transfer in RBC, e.g., [35,36,42]. They have shown that Nu decreases as the thermal resistance360

(∼e/λwall, where λwall is the thermal conductivity of the wall) of the walls increases in comparison361

to that of the fluid and the effects are more pronounced at high Ra as the fluid thermal resistance362

becomes small. These findings are in agreement with the present observations for nonrotating RBC363

in the presence of particle layers that have nonideal thermal properties (see Fig. 6). However, the364

effect of the particle layers leads to a smaller reduction of Nu in the geostrophic regime, which is365

manifested as a positive deviation from Nu/Nu(Ro = ∞) for φ = 0 (Figs. 11 and 12).366

One approach to explain the decrease in Nu in the presence of nonideal walls is to compare the367

response time of the wall or the particle layer (τlayer ∼ e2/κlayer) to the characteristic time scale of the368

flow τf [35]. If τlayer � τf , i.e., the thermal response of the wall is rapid enough, the wall is able to369

maintain an approximately constant surface temperature in response to fluid temperature fluctuations.370

However, as τlayer becomes comparable to τf , the wall is not able to supply the heat demanded by the371

fluid, e.g., in the case of a rising plume, resulting in the disruption of plume generation and inefficient372

heat transport. This dependence of heat transport on the relative magnitudes of τf and τlayer suggests373

that for similar wall properties, i.e., similar τlayer, a flow with larger τf will experience a smaller374

deterioration in heat transfer than that for a flow with smaller τf . To estimate the flow time scales for375

different rotation rates, we have performed direct numerical simulations (DNSs) of RB convection376

in a cell with � = 1 at Ra = 1.28 × 109, Pr = 6.7, and 0.03 � Ro � ∞. The details about the code377

have been reported in Ref. [43]. We have performed the simulations with ideal isothermal horizontal378

walls since the DNS code cannot simulate the thermal dynamics in the interior of a nonideal wall.379

The simulated system will thus differ somewhat from that with nonideal walls. As such, we use the380

DNS results only to provide an indication of the trends and relevance of different flow phenomena.381

Figures 13 and 14 show the compensated spectra of temperature fluctuations ωET T at the RB382

cell center and the thermal boundary layer edge, respectively, for different Ro. Here ω is the383

angular frequency and ET T is the Fourier transform of the temporal autocorrelation of temperature384

fluctuations. When ωET T is plotted on a logarithmic abscissa, equal areas under a curve represent385

equal contributions to the variance of temperature 〈T ′T ′〉, where T ′ is the temperature fluctuation.386

The estimate for the characteristic frequency scale of the particle layer for run PR3 (φ = 1.01%),387

ωlayer = 2π/τlayer = 2π/(e2/κlayer), calculated using e and κlayer provided in Table I, is also indicated388

by the vertical dashed line.1 It is evident that as the rotation rate increases, the large-time-scale389

fluctuations become more energetic in comparison to the small-time-scale fluctuations, both in the390

1Note that, as discussed in Sec. III A, the ratio e/λlayer, and hence δT = q(e/λlayer), is not sensitive to the
uncertainty in e. However, the uncertainty in τlayer = ρlayercp,layere(e/λlayer) is substantial, O(50%) for run PR3
with 4-mm-thick particle layers.
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FIG. 13. Compensated spectra of temperature fluctuations at the RB cell center (0.375 � z/H � 0.625)
for different Ro obtained from DNS at Ra = 1.28 × 109 for Pr = 6.7. The vertical dashed line represents
ωlayer

√
H/gα�T ≈ 0.35 estimated for the particle layer for the run PR3 with particle volume fraction φ =

1.01%.

bulk, as well as at the thermal boundary layer edge. This observation is in qualitative agreement with391

the results of Boubnov and Golitsyn [44] for rotating convection with a free surface at a fixed flux392

Rayleigh number Raf = Ra Nu = 5.1 × 108 [Ra ∼ O(107)] and is an indication of the damping393

effect of rotation on turbulence. However, note that as Ro decreases (from regime I to regime III),394

the spectra in the bulk of the RB cell gradually move to lower frequencies, whereas at z = δT ,395

they do not change substantially until Ro ≈ 0.2. Since equal areas under a spectrum represent396

equal contributions to 〈T ′T ′〉, it is also evident that the damping of the small-scale relative to the397

large-scale fluctuations at high rotation rates is significantly stronger in the bulk than at the boundary398

layer edge; the blue and black spectra for Ro < 0.09 in Fig. 13 show substantially more energy in399

the large scales in comparison to those for Ro > 0.09, whereas this trend is weaker in Fig. 14. To400
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FIG. 14. Compensated spectra of temperature fluctuations at the thermal boundary layer edge for different
Ro obtained from DNS at Ra = 1.28 × 109 for Pr = 6.7. The vertical dashed line represents ωlayer

√
H/gα�T ≈

0.35 estimated for the particle layer for the run PR3 with particle volume fraction φ = 1.01%.
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FIG. 15. Variation with Ro of the weighted mean time scale of temperature fluctuations. Here Ra = 1.28 ×
109 and Pr = 6.7. The black horizontal dashed line represents τlayer/τ0(Ro = ∞) ≈ 6.61 estimated for the
particle layer for the run PR3 with particle volume fraction φ = 1.01%. The blue dashed curve is 0.15/Ro ∼ �.

quantify the damping effect, we calculate the weighted mean time scale of temperature fluctuations401

τ0 = 1/ω0 = ∫
ET T dω/

∫
ωET T dω, shown in Fig. 15. Boubnov and Golitsyn [44] found that the402

representative time scale for the mean spectrum for Ro < 1 measured at a fixed point outside the403

boundary layer is approximately three times that for Ro = ∞. This observation is in fair agreement404

with current results presented in Fig. 15. However, as mentioned earlier, we observe important405

differences between the flow behavior in the bulk and the boundary layers. It is evident that the flow406

time scales in the bulk start increasing immediately after the transition to regime II and continue to407

do so as Ro decreases. However, close to the walls, τ0 remains essentially unchanged until Ro ≈ 0.2,408

although the effect of rotation in the form of Ekman pumping and the associated vortical plumes409

starts manifesting at Ro ≈ 2.5 [26]. It is not until the transition to regime III that the boundary410

layers show an increase in the time scales. Hence, although rotation is expected to have an overall411

damping effect on the RB turbulence, it is only in the regime III that the temperature fluctuations in412

the thermal boundary layer start slowing down. If the overall response of the flow to rotation remains413

similar in the presence of nonideal walls, the time response of such a wall in relation to the fluid414

temperature fluctuations close to it can be expected to improve only in the geostrophic regime.415

It is important to note that the flow structure in the presence of a nonideal heat transfer wall can416

be different from that of an ideal surface, as shown by Verzicco [35]. Furthermore, the effect of wall417

porosity on the dynamics of the Ekman vortices is unknown for the particle layers in the present418

experiments. However, the strong similarity between the trends for the near-wall τ0 in Fig. 15 and419

those for �Nuφ for φ = 1.01% in Fig. 12 (i.e., negligible variations in regime II and a rapid increase420

in regime III) indicates that the overall damping effect of rotation on different regions of the flow421

is not substantially affected by either the finite thermal diffusivity of the wall or the impact of its422

porosity on the Ekman vortices. The nearly constant τ0/τ0(Ro = ∞) at z = δT for 0.2 � Ro � ∞423

(Fig. 15) indicates that τ0 close to even an ideal wall is insensitive to the Ekman pumping mechanism,424

which becomes stronger with decreasing Ro in regime II. Thus, any changes to the Ekman vortices425

caused by a porous wall may also be expected to have only a minor influence on τ0 in the boundary426

layers. Note that in regime III, τ0 at z = δT seems to scale as Ro−1 (blue dashed line in Fig. 15).427

However, we currently do not have a scaling argument to explain this behavior.428

To recapitulate the above discussion, DNS with isothermal heat transfer walls show that the429

damping effect of rotation on turbulence first manifests in the bulk flow where the time scale430

of the temperature fluctuations starts increasing as the flow transitions to regime II at Ro ≈ 2.5.431

However, the time scale of the boundary layer temperature fluctuations remains unchanged until the432

transition to regime III, whereafter τ0 at z = δT shows an increase with decreasing Ro. Although the433
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presence of a porous particle layer with nonideal thermal properties may cause the flow structure434

to deviate from the one with ideal walls, it seems likely that the nature of (and the difference in)435

the response of the bulk and the boundary layers to rotation persists in the presence of the particle436

layers. The good agreement between the trends of τ0 at z = δT obtained from the DNS and those437

of Nu(Ro)/Nu(Ro = ∞) in the presence of the particle layers indeed suggests that the spatially438

nonuniform response of the flow to rotation does not change qualitatively due to the fluidized439

particle layers. Thus, τlayer/τf is expected to decrease with decreasing Ro only after transition to440

regime III, consequently improving the time response of the particle layers as experienced by the441

fluid. As a result, the deterioration in heat transfer due to the finite response time of the particle layers442

decreases in the geostrophic regime, which shows up as a greater normalized (by its nonrotating443

value) Nusselt number in comparison to that with ideal walls.444

V. SUMMARY445

The present study explores the possibility of changing the flow structure and the transitions446

between the different regimes of RRBC by introducing near-neutrally-buoyant ∼100-μm-diam447

particles at Ra = 2.2 × 109, Pr = 6.4, and 0.05 � Ro � ∞. For both rotating and nonrotating RBC,448

particles are injected after the flow has attained equilibrium. The injected particles do not form449

stable suspensions to enable the assessment of their impact on Nu, but immediately start settling450

out of the fluid. The system reaches a quasisteady state after 2–5 h when most of the particles have451

deposited on the horizontal heat transfer walls in the form of porous particle layers. Under system452

rotation, the injected particles settle out of the fluid faster in comparison to the nonrotating case,453

as a result of the rotation-damped turbulence in the bulk. It is evident that although the Ekman454

pumping mechanism increases the vertical velocity fluctuations at the boundary layer edge [7], it is455

unable to contribute significantly to the resuspension of the settling particles and in turn formation456

of a stable suspension. Since the thermal conductivity of the particle layers is significantly lower457

than that of the copper walls, they offer greater thermal resistance and thus decrease the Nusselt458

number. This decrease in heat transfer can also be viewed as a consequence of the slower response459

of the particle layers to fluid temperature fluctuations and has been observed before for nonrotating460

natural convection over nonideal walls [35,36]. Although the behavior of the normalized Nu, i.e.,461

Nu(Ro)/Nu(Ro = ∞), remains unchanged in regimes I and II, the particle layers delay the transition462

to the geostrophic regime III. Furthermore, the normalized Nu in this regime is higher than that463

with ideal walls and the difference between the two increases with decreasing Ro. Direct numerical464

simulation results suggest an explanation in terms of a slower time response of the boundary layer465

fluid in the geostrophic regime relative to the time scale for the particle layers.466
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